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Abstract

Recent controversies over police use of force in the United States of America have placed a spotlight on police in Western nations. Concerns that police conduct is racist and procedurally unjust have generated public sentiments that accountability must be externally imposed on police. One such accountability mechanism is body-worn cameras (BWCs). Optimistic accounts of BWCs suggest that the technology will contribute to the improvement of community–police relations. However, BWCs address consequences, not causes, of poor community–police relations. We argue that the evolving visibility of police associated with BWCs is double-edged, and suggest that the adoption of surveillance technologies such as BWCs in the quest to improve community–police relations will fail without a simultaneous commitment to inclusionary policing practices (such as community policing strategies, community and social development, and local democracy). We outline two initiatives that optimize BWCs by promoting these simultaneous commitments.

Introduction

On July 17, 2014, Eric Garner was approached by two New York Police Department (NYPD) officers on suspicion of selling untaxed cigarettes. A citizen’s recording of the encounter showed a frustrated Garner exclaiming, “Every time you see me, you want to mess with me. I’m tired of it. This stops today. It’s over!” About 10 minutes later, it was over. Garner died of asphyxiation after being placed in a chokehold—a tactic banned by the NYPD in 1993 (Snyder et al. 2017). A succession of high-profile police-involved deaths of unarmed African Americans followed in 2014, sparking public outrage and renewing the national debate about race and policing in the United States of America (USA). Twenty-three days later, an officer shot and killed Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri. This case intensified public accusations of police brutality and calls for accountability. Public frustration was marked by nationwide protests. Adding to public angst was the police-involved shooting death of 12-year-old Tamir Rice in November as he played with a toy gun in a Cleveland, Ohio, park. Approximately a month before this tragic incident, Laquan McDonald was fatally shot for allegedly approaching Chicago Police Department (CPD) officers in a threatening manner with a knife. Video footage released by the CPD did
not corroborate officers’ accounts. The video revealed that the officer “came out of his vehicle, gun raised and immediately fired off 16 shots. The first shot hit [McDonald], and he immediately fell to the ground. While he lay motionless, [the officer] continued to unload his clip, firing 16 shots [into McDonald’s] body” (PATF 2016: 2). The grizzly images fuelled public discontent and bolstered opinions that police cannot be trusted to hold themselves accountable.

These controversial events contributed to a police legitimacy crisis in the USA (Wolfe and Nix 2016; Miller 2016), with body-worn cameras (BWCs) framed as a technological solution (USA White House 2014; Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland 2015; Jameel and Bunn 2015). A BWC is a portable “device that allows officers to record what they see and hear” (Hayes and Ericson 2012: 5). The adoption of BWCs is an aspect of technologically-mediated policing that increases officer and citizen visibility. While optimistic accounts of BWCs have concentrated on the legitimacy-enhancing prospects of the technology, BWCs can also be characterized as a “tool of exposure” (Goldsmith 2010: 919), rendering police visible like never before. This new police visibility is not inherently legitimizing, but double-edged, also presenting challenges to community–police relations.

We focus on police developments in the USA, although we believe our claims are applicable to other settings in which BWCs are used. While policing in Canada (see O’Neil 2013) and many European nations may not be experiencing a legitimacy crisis like in the USA, the diffusion of BWCs and other police surveillance technologies worldwide has created a crisis of visibility for the profession that transcends national boundaries (Haggerty and Sandhu 2014; Sandhu and Haggerty 2017). The crisis of visibility is directly related to underlying community–police power imbalances, a factor that is also at the heart of the police legitimacy crisis given that police have historically “relied on their low [visibility] as an important power resource. Today, however, the police’s visible field is shifting, at least in part due to how policing increasingly occurs on camera” (Haggerty and Sandhu 2014: 9–10). Alongside the increase in visibility is the gradual creation of a political environment to support major legal changes that notably extend police power, thus exacerbating the conditions that cause the public to question police legitimacy (Davis 2007). Furthermore, official reaction to both types of crises typically follows similar responses. They both stimulate responses characterized as “expressive gestures” (Norris and McCahill 2006) and “non-adaptive responses” (van Brakel and De Hert 2011), which operate to maintain an unacceptable level of power asymmetries between police and the public. The adoption of BWCs is an expressive gesture when conceptualized as a visible reaction to public concerns with police transparency and accountability. As a result, BWC policy-making tends to be reactive, or non-adaptive. Recommendations for optimizing police use of BWCs tend to be technologically focused, leaving unaddressed the relational concerns underlying the power imbalance that is, in part, prompting the uptake in BWCs.

As such, we reflect on police acquisition of BWCs with caution, arguing that BWCs will only contribute to the improvement of community–police relations alongside a broader commitment to inclusionary policing practices such as community policing, social development, and local democracy. Inclusionary practices involve an active, ongoing collaboration between citizens and officers. We maintain that without serious commitment to inclusionary practices, BWCs will only be a technological bandage, addressing consequences, not causes, of poor community–police relations. Highlighting BWCs as a flawed panacea to the challenges of contemporary policing is increasingly common (e.g., Feeney 2015; Gonzales and Cochrar 2017). However, critical commentary on BWC-policing tends to focus on the technical aspects of BWC use, such as which recording policies should accompany BWC adoption (e.g., Taylor 2016; Thomas 2016), and the integration of privacy concerns into policies of evidence collection and data management (e.g., Piza 2018; Suss et al. 2018). Adding to this work, we propose two initiatives designed to optimize BWCs through inclusionary policing practices that are attentive to the relational concerns that comprise public perceptions of police legitimacy.

First, we highlight the current police legitimacy crisis in the USA and the related status of community–police relations, introduce procedural justice theory as a dominant explanation for how those relations are formed, and reflect on the importance of positive community–police relations to policing. Second, we
summarize the genealogy of BWCs in relation to the current legitimacy crisis, review empirical data on public perceptions of BWCs, and highlight the prospects BWCs offer for resolving legitimacy concerns framed through the lens of procedural justice theory. The next section engages with police adoption of BWCs from a more critical perspective, reflecting on key challenges that BWCs may pose to improving community–police relations and offering descriptions of two initiatives we believe will be useful in addressing these legitimacy concerns alongside the adoption of BWCs.

The Crisis of Police Legitimacy

Positive community–police relations are essential to effective policing, and public perceptions of police legitimacy are key to these positive relations. In modern police history, the construction of police legitimacy has been central to the success of policing (Reiner 2010; Smith 2007) and, in turn, the ability of the state to function (Bradford et al. 2014). Public perceptions of police legitimacy are linked to advantageous outcomes for legal authorities, including adherence to the law (Jackson et al. 2012; Murphy 2014; Tyler 2006) and compliance with police (Jonathan-Zamir, Hasisi, and Margalioth 2016; Tyler and Huo 2002).

Policing in the USA is experiencing a legitimacy crisis, with the public demanding reform and accountability (Leila and Bunn 2015; Wolfe and Nix 2016; USA White House 2014). Legitimacy is the belief that authority should be obeyed (Sunshine and Tyler 2003); therefore, a police legitimacy crisis is characterized by waning public belief that police are entitled to be obeyed. The incidents described previously, in which unarmed persons died as a result of interactions with police (a public service mandated to uphold public order with the most reasonable level of force possible; IACP 2017), have arguably contributed to declining public perceptions of police legitimacy.

Public concern with police behaviour became so pressing that in December 2014 the Obama Administration assembled the President’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing (PTFCP 2015) to investigate public concerns with police accountability. Their report concluded that building trust and legitimacy was the key theme necessary for the future of successful policing in the USA. However, enhancing public perceptions of police legitimacy following the racially charged events described is challenging, particularly in a context with a longstanding race-based gap in community–police relations (Tyler 2016). Racial and ethnic minorities report lower levels of trust in police than whites, but African Americans’ trust in police is especially low (Tyler 2017). These realities suggest that finding ways to improve community–police relations in general, but among racial minority and African American communities more specifically, is a high priority for enhancing public perceptions of police legitimacy.

Theories of justice offer insight on how and why positive community–police relations develop. While the outcomes of community–police encounters influence public perceptions of authorities, evidence demonstrates that the procedures used to reach outcomes wield more substantial influence on those perceptions (Lind and Tyler 1988; Tyler 2016; Tyler and Smith 1997). In the cases of Garner and McDonald, while the outcome of a citizen’s death as a result of a police interaction can negatively impact public perceptions of police, it is the footage of the process leading up to the outcome—in particular, police behaviour that is unjustifiable—that most greatly compromises public perceptions of police legitimacy. Procedural justice theory offers insight on how the administration of law by police affects public perceptions of police (Latimer, Dowden, and Muise 2005; Lind and Tyler 1988; Tyler and Waksalak 2004). A key assumption of procedural justice theory is that an individual’s perceptions of authorities are influenced by the treatment he receives during encounters with those authorities. Improvements in public perceptions of the legitimacy of legal authorities are a direct consequence of enhanced perceptions of procedural justice during encounters with police (Sunshine and Tyler 2003; Tyler and Waksalak 2004).

While evidence demonstrates the value of perceptions of legitimacy on support for and compliance with legal authorities, theoretical explanations of these effects are debated. Relational explanations suggest that perceptions of procedural justice and associated effects are based on the extent to which an authority’s
actions are evaluated as unbiased, trustworthy, respectful, and as offering opportunities to provide input. Attention by officers to these relational concerns prompts citizens to regard an interaction, its outcome, and legal authorities as more acceptable (Mazerolle, Bennett, Davis et al. 2013; Tyler and Degoey 1995), satisfying (Mazerolle, Bennett, Antrobus et al. 2012; Mossholder, Bennet, and Martin 1998), and legitimate (Sunshine and Tyler 2003; Tyler, Degoey, and Smith 1996; Tyler and Wakslak 2004). Alternatively, Tankebe (2013) contends that police legitimacy is a multidimensional concept comprised not only of relational but also distributive (outcome-based) concerns. However, “[s]tudies…regularly find that procedural justice is the most important antecedent of police legitimacy, with judgements about other aspects of its behaviour—notably, its effectiveness—appearing less relevant” (Bradford et al. 2014: 246). Policings that are attentive to procedural justice builds public trust in police, which enhances institutional legitimacy (Hough et al. 2010). Procedural justice concerns remain key to improving community–police relations and enhancing public perceptions of police legitimacy, despite the fact that techno-fixes currently occupy centre stage in this regard.

**BWCs as a Resolution to the Legitimacy Crisis**

Protests in response to the USA police-involved deaths in 2014 sparked a national discussion on race and policing that, in part, inspired the nationwide debate on police adoption of BWCs. This chain of events created the impression that police leaders were compelled to adopt BWCs, despite the reality that the technology was already receiving police attention. Tracing the genealogy of BWCs in America reveals that there are two accounts of its heritage. The prominent narrative is that police were forced to adopt BWCs due to external pressure. This explanation is observable in the language of advocacy groups such as Black Lives Matter (BLM) that maintain that police cannot hold themselves accountable and see increased police visibility as encouraging police accountability. In a 2017 *Washington Post* article, Ross and Lowery (2017) note that BLM members describe police adoption of BWCs as triggered by public pressure. The other narrative suggests that police acquisition of BWCs in the USA was not a result of external pressure because police began testing the cameras immediately after they hit the market in 2009 (Rice 2014; Gelles 2016) and that several agencies had adopted the technology by 2012 (White and Coldren 2017), two years before the events in 2014. This narrative suggests it was only a matter of time before BWCs became popular. This account finds support in the fact that technological advances in USA policing have historically followed the trajectory of British police forces (who first adopted BWCs in 2005; Ellis, Jenkins, and Smith 2015). A balanced version of these narratives acknowledges the role external pressure played in the expedient proliferation of a technology poised to become central to the future of policing.

As a perpetual “observer” to community–police encounters, BWCs offer a host of benefits that may help resolve the current legitimacy crisis, including improving public perceptions of police transparency and accountability (Ariel, Farrar, and Sutherland 2015; Taylor 2016; White 2014). Concerned with the state of community–police relations and subscribing to the idea that BWCs will promote community–police trust, in 2015 a federally funded program awarded $23.2 million to police departments in thirty-two states to fund BWC programs (DOJ 2015). This initiative was part of the Obama Administration’s plan to improve community–police relations (HLR 2015), initiated in response to the PTFCP recommendations (DOJ 2015). Police use of BWCs is expanding under the Trump Administration, in part, as a result of continued funding from President Trump who agrees that increased police visibility will foster community–police trust (among other desirable outcomes; DOJ 2017).

Support for BWCs also extends to civil liberties groups such as the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), which claims that BWCs will be a “win-win, helping protect the public against police misconduct, and at the same time helping protect police against false accusations of abuse” (Stanley 2015: 2). Blanchette and Becker (2018) maintain that this conviction is a general truism for civil liberties associations in the USA. In 2015, thirty-four civil liberties groups went public with a list of standards to guide police use of BWCs (Meyer 2015). This action suggests these groups’ commitment to police adoption of BWCs. Many notable advocacy groups, including the ACLU, National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, and National Urban League, are becoming increasingly proactive in
their effort to ensure BWCs positively impact community–police relations via policy guidelines. This commitment to establishing and vetting BWC policy in the pursuit of improved community–police relations is echoed in academic literature (Ariel 2016; Evans 2015; Feeley 2015; Palmer 2016; Taylor 2016). A common sentiment expressed by different stakeholders (e.g., government, civil liberties groups, and academics) is that much of the potential success associated with BWCs is based on their ability to positively influence public perceptions of police.

Technologies offer a means to address public concerns associated with treatment by police, ideally improving perceptions of legitimacy. Studies assessing public perceptions of BWCs consistently find that the public strongly supports police use of the technology (e.g., White, Gaub, and Todak 2016; Maskaly et al. 2017; Sousa, Miethe, and Sakiyama 2017). This line of research demonstrates that citizen support for BWCs is motivated by procedural justice concerns, with evidence suggesting that BWCs may improve perceptions of trust by enhancing perceptions of procedural justice (e.g., White, Gaub, and Todak 2016; McClure et al. 2017; McCluskey et al. 2019). Evidence of public attention to relational procedural justice concerns in relation to BWCs is building. For instance, a national survey assessing public attitudes of police use of BWCs found that eighty-six per cent polled believe that BWCs will make police behave more respectfully (Sousa, Miethe, and Sakiyama 2017). Another USA study supports this finding, revealing that approximately seventy-eight per cent of participants believed BWCs will make officers behave more professionally (White, Gaub, and Todak 2016). Citizens tend to be hopeful that BWCs will change police behaviour for the better (Maskaly et al. 2017).

However, other studies challenge this optimism. Sousa, Miethe, and Sakiyama (2017) report that only sixty-one per cent of respondents agreed that BWCs would lead to greater public trust in police. The same study found that only thirty-six per cent of respondents felt that BWCs would decrease racial tension between police and citizens. However, data on the actual effects of enhanced police visibility on community–police relations remains limited. PERF (2017) conducted a randomized controlled trial to determine the effects of BWCs on citizen perceptions of legitimacy, satisfaction with interactions, and professionalism and found no differences between the control and treatment group. This finding is consistent with results from McCarty et al.’s (2018) quasi-experimental design. Explanations for why BWCs did not affect citizen perceptions of procedural justice during their police encounters have taken different paths. McCarty et al. (2018) suggest that officer behaviour may have been consistent with procedural justice prior to the rollout of BWCs. Alternatively, PERF (2017) speculates that “implementing a BWC program is not a substitute to other activities aimed at improving citizen perceptions, such as procedural justice” (34). Rather than resolving relational justice concerns such as distrust, it may be the case that public sentiments toward BWCs are motivated more so by instrumental concerns of deterring negative officer behaviour (Timan 2016).

Similarly, civil liberties groups are increasingly communicating the challenges of resolving concerns associated with community–police relations using BWCs in isolation as demonstrated by continued involvement in the reactive policy-making process (LCCHR 2018). To date, there is little empirical evidence that speaks to how civil liberties groups’ support for police use of BWCs has changed over time. However, drawing on the tendency of these groups to advocate for policy refinement as described previously, like the general public, civil liberties associations remain supportive of BWC-policing.

Despite growing inconsistencies highlighted in empirical work about the impact of BWCs on procedural justice measures, there is widespread general support among stakeholders for police use of BWCs. BWC-policing offers the promise of enhancing community–police relations via attention to procedural justice concerns. BWC footage can be used to demonstrate transparency in critical incidents where officers act justifiably, as well as holding officers accountable for behaviour that is not deemed justifiable. Public perceptions of police legitimacy may improve if BWCs are perceived as changing or (in cases where police behaviour is deemed satisfactory) revealing the “style” of policing. The procedural justice literature indicates that policing style is critical to public perceptions of police legitimacy, particularly among communities where relations are strained (Tyler 2016). However, given the rate of public support for
BWCs, even the simple act of adopting BWCs may improve public perceptions of police legitimacy in the short term.

Côté-Lussier (2013: 185) describes the importance of police attempts to enhance public perceptions of legitimacy, characterizing legitimacy as establishing “the right thing to do” by abstracting from the specific and identifying the broader principles at hand.” From this perspective, the public call for BWCs may make the decision to adopt this technology a factor that, in and of itself, enhances public perceptions of police legitimacy. However, Miller (2016) expresses that BWCs may only provide a temporary improvement in public perceptions of police legitimacy through the appearance of responsiveness. Adopting a similar perspective, we maintain that BWCs may prove useful in enhancing public perceptions of police legitimacy by making the process of policing more transparent but recognize that the technology will also capture moments when these relations could be degraded. The evolving visibility of police (Goldsmith 2010; Haggerty and Sandhu 2014) may also be detrimental to public perceptions of legitimacy, presenting the opportunity for the process by which officer decisions are reached to be scrutinized like never before—with the most contested decisions often made in volatile situations that observers later have the luxury of dissecting without turmoil and with hindsight. It is to a critical evaluation of police adoption of BWCs that we now turn.

Critical Reflections on the Effects of Body-Worn Cameras on Police Legitimacy

Advocates of BWCs suggest that these devices will “civilize” police actions and bolster police legitimacy. Yet, evaluations of BWCs (e.g., McCarty et al. 2018; Yokum, Ravishankar, and Coppock 2017; Stratton and Clissold 2015) have shown no measurable impact of BWCs on police use of force or citizen complaints. These findings question BWCs’ ability to overcome the relational breakdown underlying the current legitimacy crisis through visibility alone. BWCs might more critically be conceptualized as an instance of “stochastic governance”—referring to the “governance of populations and territory by means of statistical representations based on the manipulation of Big Data” (Sanders and Sheptycki 2017: 2). Extending the surveillant assemblage, BWCs are a tool that enables the collection and monitoring of digital information on persons; a practice that is arguably positioned to become synonymous with “dataveillance” (Clarke 1988). This style of governing promotes more surveillance and creates greater relational separation between surveillance agents (as policing takes on autonomous qualities; Joh 2018) and surveillance subjects (the public generally, but marginalized communities in particular). From this perspective, BWCs are an apparatus used to “do power” rather than a neutral tool (Adams and Mastracci 2017).

It is thus important to elaborate critiques of police use of BWCs. Without a commitment to inclusionary practices, BWCs are unlikely to solve the legitimacy crisis and may exacerbate it. Instead of focusing on policies that engage with the technical aspects of BWC use, we emphasize and present more holistic initiatives to be considered in conjunction with police adoption of BWCs. These initiatives are intended to address the power imbalances that drive public concerns about police legitimacy by demonstrating attention to the relational factors that impact public perceptions of police while highlighting the ways in which BWCs could be used to address these relational concerns. We believe this focus is essential because the existing policy focus on technical use and privacy protection are likely to fall short of improving community–police relations if the relational concerns central to the current legitimacy crisis are left for BWCs to “resolve” as opposed to being directly addressed by police services.

---

1 Research shows that the public is strongly in favor of BWCs. For example, a study by ODS Consulting (2011) shows that sixty-four per cent of Renfrewshire residents and seventy-six per cent of Aberdeen (Scotland) community members who were surveyed in 2010 favoured police adoption of BWCs. Moreover, a national survey of 4,536 American adults conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2016 found an even higher percentage (ninety-three per cent) of residents favoured BWCs (see Morin et al. 2017). A Fox6 News report by Spencer and Delong (2019) reported that a more recent poll of four hundred Wisconsin (USA) residents conducted in 2018 found a slightly higher percentage (ninety-four per cent) of Wisconsinites that favoured the cameras.
Although we concentrate on critiquing the extent to which BWCs possess an independent capacity to influence public perceptions of police legitimacy, a number of additional concerns with the technology are worth acknowledging. Many of these challenges with BWCs mirror those experienced in the 1990s with public area closed-circuit television (CCTV) surveillance. First, there is an issue with cost for BWCs, data management, and administration of these surveillance systems (Fussey 2004; McCahill 2002). Public CCTV was similarly critiqued as a misuse of public funds that contributed little value to the public good. The costs of BWCs—for example, the estimated $85 million in Toronto, Canada (Ballingall 2016)—are also generating criticism. Second, CCTVs were critiqued on the basis of efficacy, particularly whether they produce satisfactory evidentiary value (Biresi and Nunn 2003). Despite advances in camera technology, the same critiques exist of BWCs (Stalcup and Hahn 2016). Third, privacy implications were a central concern associated with CCTVs (Norris, McCahill, and Wood 2004), and this concern is accentuated in the realm of BWCs with their advanced data collection capabilities, including biometric (Otú 2016; Coudert, Butin, and Le Métayer 2015). Fourth, the common surveillance studies concern with “social sorting” (Lyon 2005) is relevant here, with the potential for increased marginalization of groups that police monitor more closely with such technologies (Coleman 2004; Williams and Johnstone 2000). Fifth, the adoption of public CCTV raised questions about why the technology was needed at all given the resources police already had at their disposal, and BWCs have likewise been called a solution in search of a problem (Palmer 2016). As with many technological changes in policing, there is reason to be cautious of innovations. Finally, there are questions about whether this type of surveillance does anything to change community–police relations—potentially enhancing public perceptions of police transparency and accountability or further alienating police from the communities they serve (Fussey 2004; Coleman and Sim 2000). Drawing on Sanders and Sheptycki’s (2017) concept of stochastic governance, the latter seems more likely to occur than the former (see Joh 2018), making it even more important for police to be attentive to relational concerns in the era of BWCs.

BWCs may impact public perceptions of police legitimacy (both positively and negatively), particularly in marginalized communities. Ray, Marsh, and Powelson (2017) found that racialized groups are less likely to believe implementation of BWCs will make police more accountable or transparent. In this way, BWCs may act as tools that entrench antagonistic relations with marginalized communities. This runs counter to optimistic accounts that conceptualize BWCs as increasing public perceptions of police legitimacy. Investigating the intersectional dimensions of the effects of BWCs on public perceptions of legitimacy (in line with Brown’s (2015) call for examinations of how racial and ethnic marginalization, as well as class inequality, intersect with policing’s new visibility) is an essential direction for future research. Another consideration is the implications of this new form of visibility on the exposure and visualization of victims. As Adams and Mastracci (2017) argue, BWC footage of victims of crime and victims of police shootings can be shared or broadcast without victim or family consent in ways that can re-victimize those persons and their families. Re-victimization may diminish perceptions of procedural justice via antecedents such as respect and voice.

Furthermore, perceptions of police legitimacy may also be affected by internal police administrative procedures. Stalcup and Hahn (2016) note that, in some cases, footage is mysteriously missing or cameras are conspicuously turned off before events unfold; Willits and Makin (2017) contend that BWC footage often fails to reveal crucial aspects of events; and, Vitale (2017) argues that BWC footage should be under the control of a neutral third party. All these issues may leave the public questioning the trustworthiness of police, highlighting public feelings of alienation from the decision-making process associated with BWC-policing. Beyond that, the technology has been shown to fail, notably because of faulty batteries as experienced by Toronto Police Service (CBC 2017). Calgary Police Service took their original BWC supplier to court over technical failures that compromised officer and public safety (Dormer 2017). A concerning finding is that police agencies that have adopted technological surveillance systems in the past are more likely to do so in the future (Nowacki and Willits 2016), suggesting there may be a rush to implement such new technologies, which is troubling given that there is currently minimal oversight for ensuring that use of BWCs follows best practices. Barbour (2017) argues that there must be judicial and statutory level reform to ensure best practices in information storage and handling of BWC data (also see...
Public expectations and police use of BWCs are less likely to find common ground without legislative and judicial guidelines for both to defer to, and such discrepancies are likely to result in a negative impact on public perceptions of police.

Even when such guidelines are in place, some may view BWCs as inherently favouring the perspective of police. When the cameras are rolling, Sandhu (2017) reports that police often undertake efforts to be seen, with officers in his research describing the strategic benefit of getting in front of a camera while working. Such benefits include the advantage of laying the groundwork for “professional vision”—“socially organized ways of seeing and understanding events that are answerable to the distinctive interests of a particular social group” (Goodwin 1994: 606)—that can be asserted should the footage make it to the courtroom. In a complementary vein, Brucato (2015) notes that police use of excessive force is not mitigated by visibility. He argues that police shootings have only increased during this era of new police visibility. Framed through this lens, what is important to investigate is how video footage is interpreted, how alternative interpretations of video recordings are discredited, and how institutional power is distributed and maintained. This begs further empirical investigation of the relationship between BWCs, visibility, and public perceptions of police legitimacy.

While research tends to focus on the ways in which BWCs improve public perceptions of police, empirical work also demonstrates how BWC footage might negatively affect public perceptions of police. A study examining citizens’ perceptions of police shootings conducted before the death of Michael Brown found that respondents were more likely to report the shooting was justified when evidence of the encounter was presented in video or audio format compared to a text format (Culhane, Boman, and Schweitzer 2016). This finding suggests that BWCs would enhance public perceptions of police legitimacy. However, a replication of this study following Brown’s death found that respondents presented with evidence in video format, compared to audio or text format, were more likely to report that the shooting was unjustified (McCamman and Culhane 2017). These findings lend support to Sommers’s (2015) conclusion that mock-jurors’ evaluations of police actions are shaped by pre-existing attitudes toward police. Rather than the footage rendering truth, footage renders a visual image that is interpreted in relation to a variety of factors. This reality could prompt the new visibility of officers to compromise rather than enhance public perceptions of police (and other legal authorities) legitimacy even when police act justifiably.

The relational consequences of enhanced citizen visibility during police interactions are also debatable. For Brighenti (2007), visibility is a generic social process connected to recognition and control. Visibility is connected to recognition insofar as being visible is a means of being seen and valued. Visibility is, at the same time, connected to control in all the ways that are familiar to surveillance studies scholars. For Brighenti, the concept of visibility is relational and at times paradoxical. Procedural justice theory is complementary to this understanding of visibility. Whether visibility entails recognition or control involves the communication of relational messages akin to those that drive perceptions of procedural justice. Some visualization can entail recognition and control for a party simultaneously, as would seem to be the case with multiple interpretations of video footage, for example, the notable cleavage between police interpretations that treat footage as an exoneration and public interpretations that see footage as proof of guilt in contested cases of police misconduct (Schneider 2016). Brighenti (2007: 339) further argues that there are different types of visibility schemes, one of which is the “media type”—referring to when information is subject to decontextualization—“whereby subjects are isolated from their original context and projected into a different one endowed with its own logic and rules.” We contend that BWC footage is usefully conceived as a media type of visibility insofar as the footage is often contested and becomes subject to claims-making and discursive struggles. This critique confronts the idea of “forensic accuracy” (Goldsmith 2010: 931) tethered to new surveillance technologies that police deploy. Instead, the outputs of these devices do not tend to be singularly understood but are visualized in a multiplicity of ways to convince, lure, assemble, and draw together networks that reinforce certain understandings of the information and not others (Latour 1990). For instance, Schneider (2018) argues that BWC footage often serves to augment police narratives and interpretations of events. The same footage that can be used to condemn an officer can also be used to justify and explain his actions. While non-police are permitted to
question the interpretation and sequence of actions, public police, as the initial “owners” of BWC footage, may be perceived as having a monopoly on interpreting recordings.

This ability of the police to govern interpretations of visual footage is not new. As Goodwin (1994) demonstrates in his analysis of the defense interpretation of footage of the Rodney King beating, the claims made seem almost preposterous. Yet these claims can stick and be treated as truth. Certainly, the footage from BWCs has failed to secure successful prosecutions in several high-profile police shooting cases in the USA (Lopez 2017) in a manner that demonstrates Goodwin’s (1994) concept of professional vision. It is not the footage itself or the cameras that are the problem but the broader apparatus of power that allows dubious interpretations to be advanced by legal authorities. These claims can backfire and undermine public perceptions of police legitimacy, as the riots following the ruling in the Rodney King case illustrate.

This production of professional vision is an underlying problem to using BWCs in the hopes of improving poor community–police relations that should be a focus of continued critique. Professional vision (Goodwin 1994) encompasses the institutional apparatus (from media framings, to lawyers, to online social media users) that can all serve to reinforce power imbalances that continue to fracture community–police relations. BWCs are, in part, intended to serve as public relations and communications management devices, but we argue that they sidestep rather than directly resolve poor community–police relations. Without attention to the implications of BWC-policing on relational concerns, BWC footage is merely plugged into the existing circuitry of power. This reality is well illustrated by the police-involved shooting death of Loreal Tsingine, a 27-year-old Navajo woman, in Winslow, Arizona.

Tsingine was killed on March 27, 2016, after she approached an officer during a confrontation that was captured with a BWC. Tsingine fit the description that a convenience store clerk gave police of someone recently in the store. The officer claimed that he felt threatened by Tsingine who was holding a small pair of scissors when she was shot. Navajo and other Indigenous communities protested the shooting. Four months after the shooting, the Maricopa County Attorney’s office decided not to file criminal charges against the officer, Michael Shipley. The BWC footage was part of the material reviewed in reaching this decision. The officer was placed on paid leave. In October 2016, an Internal Affairs investigation by Mesa Police Department (MPD) concluded. The officer resigned after completion of the MPD Internal Affairs investigation, although not all records and deliberations have been shared with the public (Blackhorse 2017). During the investigation, it was revealed that Shipley had twice been written up (but not reprimanded) for abusive conduct in his career (Baca 2016).

The BWC footage was then released, showing Shipley rapidly discharging his weapon five times into the torso of Tsingine. The footage shows Shipley being aggressive with Tsingine prior to the shooting. The footage shows another officer at the scene; the other officer was standing near to Tsingine and was poised to assist. Instead, Shipley released a volley of shots. The whole encounter, from the time Shipley gets out of his car, to the confrontation and moment when Shipley shoves Tsingine to the ground, to the moment Tsingine approaches Shipley and he fires his weapon, takes thirty-five seconds. The autopsy would later show that two of the shots hit Tsingine in the back. When asked why he shot Loreal Tsingine in the back, Shipley said he did not realize Tsingine had been spun around while falling after the first shots (Jeong 2016a). It was also found that Shipley knew Tsingine from previous encounters (despite denying this) and that he had a history of confrontations with Indigenous persons (Jeong 2016b). Navajo and other Indigenous communities continued to protest the decision, including in other cities throughout Arizona, and family members submitted a wrongful death claim on behalf of Tsingine’s daughter.

It is important to note what the BWC did and did not do during the encounter between Tsingine and Shipley. The BWC did not generate appropriate use of force by the officer. The officer shows no restraint or professionalism. However, the release of the footage did have implications on public perceptions of police, showing to the public how poorly, violently, and amateurishly this officer acted. It also may decrease public perceptions of police oversight by revealing the inadequacy of accountability measures in
the face of visual evidence showing the improper conduct of the officer. In this case, the footage did not produce revelations that left all parties satisfied. Instead, this is an instance demonstrative of professional vision (Goodwin 1994) of the MPD and the Maricopa County Attorney’s office deviating from and dominating the interpretations of other public groups.

Just as the police shootings of unarmed African American men in the USA must be placed in the broader context of slavery and ethnic and racial antagonism, the shooting of Tsingine should be placed in the context of ongoing colonial relations between settlers and Indigenous persons, including notable tensions between residents of Winslow and Mesa and Navajo persons. The event garnered enough attention that the DOJ held consultations in the Navajo Nation after the shooting and promised to launch an inquiry. When that inquiry did not transpire, the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission organized their own inquiry into the shooting of Tsingine and violence against Indigenous peoples by the police as well as other settlers. Police violence became a central focus of the inquiry, with the shooting of Tsingine and the visualization of it via the BWC footage becoming an entry point into contemplating the history of colonial violence in the region. The events and the handling of the case and footage resulted in the Navajo Nation Human Rights Commission (2017) and other Indigenous groups taking the responsibility for justice into their own hands, due to the failures of the official justice system to reconcile these harms. These actions underscore the influence of vicarious police experience in the formation of perceptions toward police (Rosenbaum et al. 2005), which prompt public perceptions of police legitimacy as well as the criminal justice system to suffer. Public perceptions are affected not only by the conduct of the officer but also legal authorities’ backing of Shipley’s interpretation of the events despite damning footage (mirroring the case of Laquan McDonald). The case is illustrative of police attempts to manage the account of the events and the fallout, not an actual effort to do policing differently (Ericson 1989). The case is also demonstrative of what Brighenti (2007) calls the relational, paradoxical nature of visibility. The footage is used in a way that recognizes the police account and discounts other interpretations, such that criminal charges are never laid. At the same time, it engenders attempts at regulation and control of police conduct and a dislodging of the official justice system as the appropriate place of truth and reconciliation.

The introduction of BWCs, which proponents suggest will collect objective recordings, is the most notable recent attempt to address police misconduct and democratize the truth-making and reconciliation process in the American justice system. The public, police, and the justice system in general stand to benefit greatly should BWCs lead to these changes. These outcomes would likely strengthen public perceptions of police legitimacy. However, it is unlikely that BWCs will have positive impacts on community–police relations if they are not accompanied by a broader commitment to inclusionary policing practices. Recognizing that BWCs are central to the immediate future of policing, we recommend that police agencies incorporate relationally minded considerations alongside techno-fixes to enhance the positive capabilities of police use of BWCs. To encourage this, we outline two inclusionary initiatives that we propose be implemented by a joint task force of officers and community members.

**Initiative 1: Stakeholder Trust Building**

The vision for this program is that officers and citizens form a long-term working partnership to assess community and police concerns about police use of BWCs, making semi-annual recommendations for addressing them. Achieving this goal will require police and citizens to strike a balance between their respective views on how departments’ BWC programs should be operated. A focus of the team should be justice concerns (addressing expectations and operational measures of success from both perspectives). We also recommend that special attention be given to officer concerns related to the practical use of BWCs. The team should work to identify any disconnects between BWC policy and applied use. Although we advocate that attention be given to technical concerns, we do advise that the team make recommendations for optimizing BWCs that are not technologically based. In doing so, the team will be forced to give significant attention to the relational concerns that need to be addressed to create trusting relationships among BWC’s stakeholders, namely between police and the public.
To facilitate knowledge acquisition, the team should regularly collect data from citizens and officers using open meetings, social media, and community engagement activities. To identify potential disconnects between policy and practice, the team should use thoughtfully selected recordings. However, to enhance officer perceptions of trust, officers whose recordings are pulled should be recruited (or incentivized) to partake in the process. To encourage officer participation, the team should establish an anonymous BWC-concern reporting system.

With officer consent, citizens whose recordings are used should also be recruited to partake in the process. While securing officer consent is a safety measure, it also provides opportunities to sense the level of community–police trust, assuming that more trust will increase the likelihood of officers agreeing to have citizens involved in the process. While the responsibility of compiling and assessing data and recommending ways to integrate BWCs into policing should be shouldered by core members of the program, we recommend that the team seeks public and officer (department-wide, not only those whose videos are selected) participation in the assessment and recommendation phase. Although departments can make participation mandatory, we suggest that agencies use incentives as a less coercive approach for encouraging participation. While the recommendations made by the team will be important to the success of this initiative, the degree to which the team engages the public and officers and the harmonization of community–police concerns should also serve as performance measures.

**Initiative 2: BWC and Community Policing Fusion Assessment**

The second initiative that we recommend is that police organizations create a committee to assess the degree to which BWC use and policy are in line with the goals of community policing. We recommend that this initiative is operated by a mixed group of patrol officers, citizens, and frontline police supervisors. The participating officers and citizens should work with each other to identify incongruences between departmental community policing goals and BWC policy. These incongruences may be observable in several areas. For example, a critical analysis of the implementation of BWCs in the North Carolina Police Department concludes that the program deviates from the goals of community policing because policy guidelines create nebulous expectations for police behaviour and fail to acknowledge power asymmetries. Furthermore, the video access statutes grant significant discretion to the police department and its officers but limit public oversight. Finally, the asset forfeiture funds used to finance the program might spell exploitation [for marginalized communities]. (Ramachandran 2017: 7)

We again recommend that this initiative is pursued indefinitely on the basis that community policing is built on the foundation of responsiveness to community needs; as new community needs emerge, it is important that BWCs be integrated into the problem-solving process. The initiative team should produce a semi-annual report noting their discoveries and recommendations for what needs to be done to address or fuse goals, guidelines, and practices of police use of BWCs with community policing. In addition to analyzing policy documents, this initiative team should collect data from police and citizens, as well as conducting evaluations of programs designed to improve community–police relations while reflecting specifically on how to integrate BWCs into such programs in the interest of furthering that objective.

While both initiatives may prove to be effective on their own, we recommend that they are implemented as a package because they feed into each other. While the reports should be helpful in efforts to optimize BWCs, the main purpose is to provide organizations with information that improves community–police relations. Together, these initiatives are designed to be inclusionary in the sense that citizens and frontline officers represent their own voice in the process. While democratic practices suggest that citizens and police will participate in the process, participation may only include a single or a few instances of the two parties voicing their opinions through surveys, non-recurring meetings, or having their voices represented by a few representatives in the process. Recognizing the difficulty such approaches will undoubtedly encounter in improving community–police relations, we have suggested that these two programs facilitate
an active and continuous working relationship between police and citizens. By establishing an intimate working relationship, the team will improve its ability to garner participation from citizens and officers via recruitment and voluntary involvement.

The success of BWC-policing is, in part, a question of whether BWC use and interpretation of footage satisfy public concerns with procedural justice. In terms of neutrality, the public demands decision-makers who follow rules and apply those rules consistently. In terms of respect, people want to be treated with dignity and as serious stakeholders in the adoption of new practices. In terms of trustworthiness, the public wants to observe decision-makers who consider the views of all in the interest of reaching benevolent decisions. In terms of voice or participation, the public wants to be able to have their side of a story heard before decisions are made. Within the context of community policing, procedural justice also means that the public and patrol officers wish to be continually involved in processes related to BWCs. In cases where officers are captured engaging in unjustifiable conduct, where police and legal authorities interpret such BWC footage as justifiable using their own professional vision, and in scenarios where police messaging trumps the voices of victims of police violence, the core elements of procedural justice are not satisfied. The double-edged nature of visibility will undermine police efforts to ensure the generation of legitimacy through devices like BWCs that equate visibility with trust if police organizations do not also work to improve community–police relations through a broader range of inclusionary police practices.

**Conclusion**

An international spotlight has been cast on police in America as a result of a succession of police-involved killings of unarmed citizens that began gaining notoriety in 2014. While these killings have been concentrated in African American communities, other marginalized communities such as Latinos and Indigenous peoples have also been impacted by police misconduct and violence. The plan to quell the violence and the associated legitimacy crisis has been tethered to BWCs. The assumption driving BWC implementation is that these devices will make police more transparent, accountable, and trustworthy, leading to enhanced perceptions of police legitimacy. Legitimacy is perhaps the most important issue for policing in democracies in the twenty-first century (Jones and Newburn 2002). In that pursuit, BWCs may enhance public trust and confidence in police. However, techno-fixes by themselves will not resolve underlying issues of fractured community–police relations, including ongoing issues of racial and ethnic antagonism and colonialism, and may even exacerbate these tensions. True reform requires establishing bonds of trust between communities and police that acknowledge the importance of procedural treatment, which may be supported by—but are not dependent on—BWCs.

Police use of BWCs will do little to improve public perceptions of police legitimacy if not supplemented with inclusionary programs. The implications of this are far-reaching, as more police in the USA and elsewhere adopt BWCs (Fan 2016). Prioritizing community–police relations alongside the early adoption of BWCs is key. Vendors are already adjusting the technology (e.g., facial recognition capabilities) (LCCHR 2018) in ways that may negatively affect community–police relations, thus enhancing social distance between police and citizens and diminishing trust between persons unless technological confirmation is attained. In addition to these concerns, this pattern of practice is problematic for the sustainability of police reform in that it negatively impacts policy-making and evaluation. This is, in part, because the police profession and technology are both dynamic, making the policy-making process more of a reactive than a proactive response (Alpert and Smith 1994) and thus, always a step or more behind addressing concerns that threaten community–police trust. The constantly changing nature of policing generates a plethora of changes in policy and procedures (which may or may not be congruous with existing guidelines), making it difficult for scholars and practitioners to track and assess the impact of reform efforts in the long run (Walker 2012). This is concerning because it is essential that BWC policies be designed to complement the goals of community policing. However, BWC policy guidelines can and do deviate from the goals of community policing (Ramachandran 2017). The initiatives we recommend prioritize community policing practices alongside the adoption of BWCs in the interest of addressing the relational concerns underlying the power imbalances characterizing the current police legitimacy crisis.
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